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Abstract

Each year on April 18, the city of San Francisco commemorates the devastating 1906 
earthquake and fire with a series of elaborate and tightly scripted ceremonies. As 
one of the key events, the ceremony at Lotta’s Fountain features, among others, 
commemorative speeches, the hanging of a memorial wreath, and the ceremoni-
al wailing of fire sirens, followed by a minute of silence for the victims. The acous-
tic tension building up between the sirens’ piercing warning sounds and the ensuing 
collective gesture of mournful quietude is subsequently resolved by the communal 
sing-along of the upbeat theme song “San Francisco” from the eponymous Acade-
my Award-winning 1936 musical film. This performance seems to stand in stark con-
trast to the other events at the ceremony, which are painstakingly staged to appear 
historically accurate. Nonetheless, the anachronistic inclusion of the triumphant 
“San Francisco,” written three decades after the earthquake and released in the 
context of a purely fictional narrative, fits the purpose of memorializing the 1906 
earthquake, since it sonically embodies the “new” city’s founding myth. San Francis-
co, especially its theme song, this article argues, memorializes the 1906 disaster as a 
social equalizer and a patriotic affirmation of American resilience by portraying the 
pre-earthquake city as a loud, decadent, and disorderly soundscape that only the 
earthquake could unite, refine, and ultimately Americanize.
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Each year on April 18, the city of San Francisco commemorates the devastating 
1906 earthquake and fire with a series of elaborate and tightly scripted cere-
monies. As one of the key events, the ceremony at Lotta’s Fountain includes, 

among others, commemorative speeches, the hanging of a memorial wreath, and 
the ceremonial wailing of fire sirens, followed by a minute of silence for the vic-
tims.1 The acoustic tension building up between the sirens’ piercing warning sounds 
and the ensuing collective gesture of mournful quietude is subsequently resolved 
by the communal sing-along of the upbeat theme song “San Francisco” from the 
eponymous Academy Award-winning 1936 musical film. This performance seems to 
stand in stark contrast to the other events at the ceremony, which are painstak-
ingly staged to appear historically accurate. Nonetheless, the anachronistic inclusion 
of “San Francisco,” “a triumphant slice of musical Americana” written three decades 
after the earthquake and released in the context of a purely fictional narrative,2 fits 
the purpose of authentically memorializing the 1906 earthquake, since it sonically 
embodies the “new” city’s founding myth. San Francisco, especially its theme song, 
this article argues, memorializes the 1906 disaster as a social equalizer and a patri-
otic affirmation of American resilience by portraying the pre-earthquake city as a 
loud, decadent, and disorderly soundscape that only the earthquake could unite, 
refine, and ultimately Americanize.

American Studies, Sound Studies, and Cultural Memory
The engagement with San Francisco’s sonic imagining of the Bay Area at the turn of 
the century participates in the recent global surge of research in the field of sound 
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studies, which Jonathan Sterne outlines as the “interdisciplinary ferment” that, 
“by analyzing both sonic practices and discourses and institutions that describe 
them, . . . redescribes what sound does in the human world, and what humans do in 
the sonic world.”3 Pioneered by composer R. Murray Schafer’s study The Tuning of the 
World (1977) and expanded by historians such as Emily Thompson and Mark M. Smith, 
sound studies has since rapidly gained momentum in the humanities,4 prompting 
scholars such as Kara Keeling, Josh Kun, and Petra M. Meyer to proclaim a “sonic” 
or “acoustic turn.”5 In American studies, the shift to considering the “culture, con-
sumption, and politics of sound seriously” provides a much-needed complement to 
the field’s zealous dedication to American visual culture,6 highlighting the intercon-
nectedness of all senses in the production, dissemination, and reception of cultural 
artifacts.7

This article pays particular attention to what Richard Cullen Rath calls sound-
ways—that is, “the paths, trajectories, transformations, mediations, practices and 
techniques—in short, the ways—that people employ to interpret and express their 
attitudes and beliefs about sound.”8 Accordingly, the focus on soundways exposes 
the degree to which American popular culture has made use of sound in the first half 
of the twentieth century in order to geographically and culturally map and, hence, 
“order” places such as San Francisco, an aspiring city in the far west. It further dis-
closes the integral role that these soundscapes played in the memorialization of his-
torical events such as the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and fire. Through the per-
vasive destruction of more than one third of the city’s commercial and cultural cen-
ter and a death toll of more than 3,000 people, the earthquake of 1906 constituted 
a major caesura in the city’s history.9 Understood as “the place and process where 
past and present interact in instances of individual and communal self-positioning 
and definition,”10 the cultural memory of an event is never stable—as Maurice Halb-
wachs emphasizes in Les cadres sociaux de la mémoire (1925), a foundational work of 
memory studies—but changes over time within cultural communities, more often 
than not framing the past in ways that cast the present situation in a favorable light.11 
In the continuous processes of renegotiating American cultural memories, popular, 
often mass-produced cultural artifacts play an integral role through their pervasive 
appeal and ability to disseminate their narratives widely. That some memory schol-
ars such as Marita Sturken foreground the visual nature of these “technologies of 
memory” simultaneously attests to the scholarly neglect of sound in memory stud-
ies and the still far-reaching underestimation of the affective appeal of sounds.12

The time of San Francisco’s release in June 1936 marks the transition from a 
first generation of eyewitnesses to a second generation of San Franciscans, most 
of whom had only experienced the 1906 calamity vicariously. As a result, the highly 
successful and popular MGM production San Francisco partook in reviving and pro-
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moting cultural narratives that strategically shaped the cultural memory of the 
disaster so as to fit the historical moment. Without the explicit mention of pressing 
1930s social concerns, encompassing, among others, the economic hardship of the 
Great Depression, the political turmoil of strikes, the continuing transition toward 
an industrial and urban America, and the rise of nativist sentiments on account of 
mass immigration, the film nonetheless emerges as a cultural product of its time. 
Its portrayal of the earthquake as a blessing in disguise that establishes “sonic order” 
in the city and works as a moral corrective to, and purifier for, San Francisco’s rough 
frontier past offered an archetypical template for optimism in the face of disaster 
and an uplifting affirmation of American ideologies, such as progress and resilience 
in times of hardship.

This sanitized memorialization leaves out the darker chapters of the 1906 calam-
ity. For instance, the city’s high risk of earthquakes and fire damage was well-known 
at the time, but the city authorities neglected to pass more comprehensive legisla-
tion and also skimped on fire prevention measures. Similar failures took place during 
the calamity when rich neighborhoods were saved from the fires at the expense of 
poorer districts, and Mayor Eugene Schmitz (illegally) issued a proclamation that 
read: “The Federal Troops, the members of the Regular Police Force and all Special 
Police Officers [i.e., deputized citizens] have been authorized . . . to KILL any and all 
persons found engaged in Looting or in the Commission of Any Other Crime.”13 The 
long road to full recovery was equally tainted: For example, authorities discriminated 
heavily against minority groups, especially women, the poor, and the Chinese.14 By 
strategically forgetting the many historical failures in the field of disaster preven-
tion, the numerous missteps regarding disaster management, and the countless 
social injustices enacted during the lengthy recovery process, San Francisco demon-
strates that “inevitably, every act of memory carries with it a dimension of betrayal, 
forgetting, and absence.”15

Woody Van Dyke’s San Francisco as a Sonic Contact Zone
Throughout its 115-minute runtime, Woody Van Dyke’s musical film San Francisco 
uses sound to embody the heterogeneity of, and tensions between, different sonic 
traditions, which can ultimately only be reconciled by the deafening rumble of the 
1906 earthquake.16 In so doing, it sonically imagines the city’s disaster-induced tran-
sition from a small, rugged frontier town to an urbanized American metropolis in 
the 1930s. San Francisco  maps the city’s different acoustic spaces and sonic tra-
ditions and exposes the ways in which these soundscapes presuppose, mirror, pen-
etrate, and contest one another. Drawing on Mary Louise Pratt’s concept of the cul-
tural contact zone, which denotes the “social spaces where cultures meet, clash, and 
grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical relations of power, 
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such as colonialism, slavery, or their aftermaths as they are lived out in many parts 
of the world today,”17 the filmic rendition of San Francisco can be termed a sonic con-
tact zone, highlighting the many ways in which sound enacts, mirrors, and, at times, 
evades affect, relationships of power, and conceptualizations of the Other.

Right from the very beginning, San Francisco renders the pre-earthquake city a 
clamorous and largely arrhythmic place: Showing the New Year’s Eve festivities in the 
public places all over town, the first scene firmly establishes this sonic memory of 
turn-of-the-century San Francisco by introducing the viewers to a pandemonium of 
concurrent sounds such as the rattling of street cars, fire bells, the popping of Cham-
pagne bottles, raucous brass band music, rowdy laughter, the shouting of New Year’s 
greetings, and the singing of celebrating San Franciscans. These sounds perform the 
real-and-imagined social and cultural disorder that, according to Barbara Berglund, 
has been commonly associated with San Francisco’s unconventionally rapid genesis 
as a Gold Rush settlement, ethnically diverse population, predominantly male resi-
dents, and unusually frank acceptance of vice and violence.

Later scenes, especially those taking place on the Barbary Coast, San Francisco’s 
infamous hot spot of vice near the waterfront, continue the impression of sonic dis-
order, interweaving the loud voices (many of them with European accents) of busi-
nessmen and servants, rowdy bar fights, vaudeville music, and election campaign 
slogans. This sonic representation—emphasizing loudness, irregularity, and disorder—
needs to be understood in view of its contemporaneous sonic contexts: In the urban 
centers of the East and Mid-West, especially New York and Chicago, middle-class 
Americans started anti-noise campaigns—most prominently among them the 
American Society for the Suppression of Unnecessary Noise (founded in 1907)—that 
effected a wide range of ordinances regulating unwanted and unpleasant sounds 
in public spaces in the time period up to the 1930s. In this context, “noise,” as Mark 
Smith, Mitchell Snay, and Bruce Smith elaborate, was not so much the “rhythmic, 
ordered sound of progress,” which many middle-class Americans saw in the indus-
trial and infrastructural hums and thuds, but the “sporadic, unpredictable noise of 
the frontier” that—in the eyes of many—signified primitiveness and backwardness.18 
In this manner, the anti-noise movements considered the arrhythmic racket of pub-
lic urban spaces indicative of “a barbarous civilization” and threatening to the Amer-
ican “belief in progress and faith in efficiency.”19

In San Francisco, however, the din of the streetcars, the loud nighttime open-air 
music, the racket of the intoxicated partiers—in short, everything that somewhere 
else might have been classified as noise—is not depicted as undesired or devious but, 
as the laughter of the revelers and their intimate familiarity with the high noise level 
show, embraced as positive and constitutive of the spirit of the place. The delight 
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that San Franciscans in the film take in their purportedly uncivilized noisescape son-
ically marks the city as different from the contemporaneous American norm, rever-
berating with romanticized pride in San Francisco’s exceptionalism with respect to 
both its virtues and its debaucheries.20 The clamor and arrhythmicity of San Francis-
co’s soundscape is punctuated only in a few instances, as for example, when the dia-
logue moves from the subject of life in the city to that of the characters’ innermost 
emotions or when places such as the local church or the opera house are depicted 
as sonic enclaves with radically different musical traditions. In this manner, the film’s 
soundscape represents pre-earthquake San Francisco in general, and the Barbary 
Coast in particular, as a fast-paced, chaotic environment free from middle-class 
American conventions and restraints.

This sonic characterization of the spirit of the city provides the backdrop for the 
film’s plot. San Francisco tells the story of a love triangle that brings different musi-
cal traditions and sound practices into contact. In the film, the classically-trained 
soprano Mary Blake (Jeanette MacDonald), a clergyman’s daughter from rural Col-
orado, moves to the city with the long-term goal of singing at the prestigious Tivoli 
Opera House. Upon arrival, she finds her new workplace, the Bristol, burnt to the 
ground. Desperate for money, she walks into the nearby concert saloon Paradise, the 
“hottest spot on the Barbary Coast,” where she is then hired as a singer by its owner 
Blackie Norton (Clark Gable), a dyed-in-the-wool San Franciscan who—in the words 
of the film—was “born on the coast, raised on the coast, lives on the coast, and cares 
for the coast.”21 Despite their genuine disagreement on the politics, aesthetics, and 
ethics of music, it does not take long before the two develop a mutual attraction 
to one another. Their fledging relationship is disrupted by Jack Burley (Jack Holt), 
the affluent and well-connected second-generation Irish owner of the Tivoli Opera, 
whose musical tastes are akin to Blake’s and who seeks not only to hire her perma-
nently but also to marry her.

As the owner of the most notorious, rowdy, and popular music saloon on the Bar-
bary Coast, Blackie Norton epitomizes the American concert-saloon tradition, which 
constitutes one of the main precursors of large-scale commercial American enter-
tainment formats such as the variety show and vaudeville. Presumably having taken 
their cue from the British music hall, these combinations of bar and auditorium 
offered its American patrons the opportunity to enjoy a medley of “light” music and 
predominantly female dance acts while having drinks, flirting with waitresses, gam-
bling, smoking cigars, and, frequently, engaging in brawls.22 In accordance with this 
cultural practice, Norton’s Paradise unites drunken debauchery and risqué enter-
tainment, sonically performing San Francisco’s pre-earthquake reputation for being 
“the scene of more viciousness and depravity . . . than any other area of vice and iniq-
uity on the American continent.”23
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Elaborating on the aesthetics of the performances in concert saloons, Parker 
Zellers explains that “the early variety show tended to be boisterous and unsophis-
ticated” and “built primarily on the elements of blackface minstrelsy: comic and 
sentimental songs, jig and buck-and-wing dancing, instrumental solos, and comic 
skits were the initial ingredients.”24 This ties Norton to a distinctly lowbrow musical 
tradition, which generally values the presentation of the music more than its aes-
thetic qualities. San Francisco emphasizes, at times even mocks, Norton’s neglect of 
musical finesse in several scenes as, for example, when he responds to Mary Blake’s 
inquiry whether the Paradise is in need of singers with the repeated order to see her 
legs or, when asked whether he likes Puccini, he inquires whether said Puccini ran “a 
joint down on Dupont Street.”25

While Norton is thus depicted as a musical philistine who privileges popular melodies 
and commercial motives over “art,” he at the same time represents a musical tradi-
tion that highlights communal belonging and solidarity. This emerges, for instance, in 
the shared conviviality that arises among the audience during musical performances 
at his Paradise concert saloon and the fact that he, a professed staunch atheist, 
anonymously donates an organ—the key instrument of sacred musical practices—to 
Father Mullin’s (Spencer Tracy) church community. This puts him in close proximity to 
folk music, which, according to Ray Allen, recent scholarly approaches understand “as 
any music (regardless of style, origin, or age) that is community based and transmit-
ted aurally in small, face-to-face performance settings.”26 Norton’s lack of appreci-
ation for refined music is thus contrasted with his concern for the community and 
its value systems when he decides to run for the board of supervisors for the pur-
poses of, among others, keeping greedy out-of-town real estate developers at bay 
and establishing stricter fire and building codes to make San Francisco safer. While 
good at heart, Norton is too enticed by the glittery decadence of the Barbary Coast 
and political power to fully commit to putting Blake and her career before his goals. 
Because of this, Mary Blake (temporarily) enters a relationship with Jack Burley, Nor-
ton’s romantic rival.

In contrast to Norton’s position amid the hustle and bustle of the Barbary Coast 
and his association with popular lowbrow music, San Francisco portrays Jack Burley 
as Norton’s (and thus the Barbary Coast’s) sonic antipode. Characterized first and 
foremost by his ownership of the grand Tivoli Opera House (located in close proximity 
to San Francisco’s main artery Market Street), Burley represents the sophisticated 
sonic tradition of European art music. As a connoisseur of classical music and what 
has traditionally been referred to as “high culture,” he is the first to recognize Blake’s 
extraordinary talent and proficiency as an opera singer and, as opposed to Norton, 
wants to foster her career and, figuratively as well as literally, show her “another side 
of San Francisco.”27 The viewers get an impression of Burley’s “side of San Francisco” 
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when Blake enters into a relationship with Burley. In grand style and with much pomp, 
he features her as the female lead in prestigious European operas at the Tivoli. In order 
to show how Blake mesmerizes the largely upper-class audiences in San Francisco, 
the film shows a medley of her singing French arias as Gretchen in Charles Gounod’s 
opera Faust (1859) and performing “Sempre Libera” as Violetta in Giuseppe Verdi’s La 
Traviata (1853).28

As the son of an Irish immigrant mother who came into wealth during the Gold 
Rush, Burley’s life story as part of San Francisco’s nouveaux riches fittingly reverber-
ates with the intricate entanglements of classical music and class in American his-
tory. Unraveling these connections, David Monod chronicles the emergence of elite 
European-style musical culture in the United States, among others, as a reaction to 
the rise of music as a popular, mass-produced market commodity:

After the Civil War America’s gentry swelled as a new business elite emerged 
and married into it. As this new money shed some of its newness it adopted the 
social pretensions of the old [elites], building monuments to itself such as New 
York’s Metropolitan Opera (the Met) in 1883. The idea that serious music was 
different because only the initiated could understand it proved to be attractive 
to this elite in pursuit of self-definition. Although the rich were not the only peo-
ple attending concerts, classical-musical life was now capitalized by them, and 
its popularity shrank to involve few beyond the well-to-do.29

Classical music, according to Monod, was thus used to reestablish order in the Amer-
ican class system. By labeling the Burleys “San Francisco’s aristocracy,” the film casts 
Burley not only as adherent to an elitist approach to music, but also puts him in line 
with a non-democratic and hence inherently un-American tradition, which, in turn, 
pits him even more harshly against Norton.30

While Burley and Norton represent two very different sonic traditions, they also 
share pivotal characteristics: As white male proprietors of two successful acoustic 
spaces in San Francisco, they occupy the very top of the local sonic power hierarchy. 
Involved exclusively as decision-makers and financiers, they control the musical pro-
duction processes at their places. Especially at the Paradise, this power divide pits 
white masculinity against a staff composed largely of women and ethnic minorities, 
many of them members of the working class. Both Burley and Norton are well-con-
nected to San Francisco’s authorities and use their influence to silence—both liter-
ally and metaphorically—the other side: Burley successfully bribes the police to shut 
down Norton’s Paradise because of its supposed lack of a proper alcohol license, and 
Norton plots to enforce his contract with Blake by having her dragged off the stage 
of the sold-out Tivoli (which he ultimately cannot bring himself to do since he, too, is 
spellbound by Blake’s voice).
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In San Francisco’s conflict-laden sonic contact zone, Marie Blake plays a crucial role. 
Through her classical vocal training and her expertise in the cultured European-style 
music (acquired “from the best teacher in Denver”31) as well as her comprehensive 
knowledge of church music (obtained from her preacher father), she is intimately 
familiar with Burley’s musical tradition. Yet, her previous life in small-town Colorado 
has further bestowed her with the paradigmatic character traits of the American 
heartland, such as ambition, kindness, and service to the community, which also 
connect her to Norton’s musical tradition. By analogy with Margaret Connell Szasz’s 
concept of cultural brokerage,32 Blake can thus be regarded as a cultural—or rather 
sonic—intermediary who is able to move across sonic borders. On the level of sound, 
this ability to adapt more and more successfully to very different cultural and musi-
cal traditions is demonstrated, among others, through her ultimate success with 
both Norton’s working-class audiences and Burley’s upper-class opera patrons. It 
also emerges in her affiliation with church music and her guest appearances in Father 
Mullin’s church choir, which insinuate the breadth of her sonic spectrum, musical 
expertise, and moral integrity.

What, furthermore, makes Blake integral to San Francisco’s sonic contact zone 
is her starring role in the vast majority of the film’s diegetic musical performances. 
This also ties her closely to the theme song, whose catchy chorus accompanies San 
Francisco from the opening credits to the film’s final tones for a total of five perfor-
mances on the diegetic stage—each involving Mary Blake. In addition, the fact that 
Blake, previously a “stranger” to the Bay Area, finds a new “home” in the city strongly 
ties her to the highly memorable chorus lyrics, which praise the Golden City for its 
mythologized immigrant past:

San Francisco, open your golden gate,
You let no stranger wait outside your door.
San Francisco, here is your wandering one
Saying, “I’ll wander no more.”33

Its prominence and frequent repetition make the song, especially its chorus, a leit-
motif and keynote sound. In their propensity to “constitute the essence of a place 
at a particular moment in history” and “help us understand the key values of a given 
society,”34 keynote sounds enable glimpses into the cultural fabric and the meaning 
making processes at play.

Reproducing San Francisco’s sonic contact zone, the different recitals of “San 
Francisco” are central to the representation of the sonic disorder and the memo-
rialization of the 1906 earthquake. On the one hand, the song audibly enacts Mary 
Blake’s development from an outsider to an active and integral participant in the 
San Francisco community. When Blake first sings the theme song in the Paradise, 
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for instance, she does so very slowly and in a refined manner in her operatic soprano 
voice, which demonstrates the extent to which she and the musical tradition she 
represents are out of place on the Barbary Coast. Ordered by Norton to sing faster 
and adopt a burlesque style, she complies with his wishes and over time mesmerizes 
the Paradise’s audience but still does not seem to belong. When she, by this point 
an established soprano at the Tivoli, spontaneously presents the song at a Barbary 
Coast musical contest in order to raise money for the bankrupt Paradise, she begins 
to reappropriate it to her tastes and visibly and audibly enjoys singing it. By anima-
tedly belting out the melody in her soprano voice, displaying forceful body language, 
and varying the melody and lyrics at her discretion, she actively takes possession of 
the song in the Barbary Coast’s Lyric Hall. When the entire audience (including Bur-
ley and other upper-class patrons) is swept off its feet and starts frantically singing 
along, Blake—having bridged the two musical traditions—assumes the position of a 
choir leader. In the shared act of singing together, the performance at Lyric Hall is also 
crucial because it closely interweaves the film’s theme song with a sense of commu-
nity and cohesion.35

While Blake partly manages to bridge different acoustic traditions, she is unable, 
however, to unite them. This task is only fulfilled by the sounds of the earthquake, 
which interrupt the applause for Blake’s Lyric Hall performance of “San Francisco.” 
Over the course of three minutes, the film juxtaposes a cacophony of ear-piercing 
sounds—from the loud, low-pitched rumbling of the ground, collapsing walls and 
screaming voices to cracking water hydrants—with spectacular visuals of destruc-
tion. Literally drowning out the city’s sonic disorder, the earthquake’s pandemonium 
of noise is followed by several minutes of silence, only punctuated by the earth-
quake’s resumption, which is, again, followed by silence.36 This seismic noisescape 
can be read as an extension of the theme song “San Francisco” since it finally realizes 
what the song promises, namely to unite all people in San Francisco and provide a 
home—a new, more orderly, and modern home—for them. Metonymically denoting 
the entire city’s purging of moral depravity, un-American elitism, and social disorder, 
the earthquake kills Burley and effects Norton’s religious conversion.

At this point in the narrative, the theme song again assumes a key role in the 
memorialization of the earthquake. When cries of “the fire is out” finally reach the 
reunited couple, Mary Blake and Blackie Norton, accompanied by the other survivors 
of the 1906 earthquake and fires, walk from the hills toward San Francisco’s devas-
tated city center, merrily chanting the first and fourth stanza of the “Battle Hymn 
of the Republic.”37 In this moment, the city’s heterogeneous soundscape is finally uni-
fied and all sonic disorder has disappeared. In the very last seconds of the film, the 
camera’s gaze lets the smoldering ruins morph into the modern—that is 1930s—city-
scape of San Francisco,38 while the final tones of “Glory, glory, hallelujah” merge into 
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the chorus of “San Francisco.”

The blurring of the joyful collective singing of Julia Ward Howe’s “Battle Hymn of 
the Republic”—the preeminent military anthem of the Union cause during the Amer-
ican Civil War that has since morphed into a more generalized patriotic affirmation 
of resilience, progress, and the “nation’s inevitable triumph over her enemies”—into 
the tunes of “San Francisco” elevates the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and fire 
from a local event into a matter of national import.39 In so doing, the city’s rise from 
the “wickedest, most corrupt, most godless city in America,” to use Father Mullin’s 
words in the film, to an “industrious, mature, respectable” seaport, as the epigraph 
to San Francisco puts it, is depicted as a decidedly American success story.40 As such, 
it affirms powerful American ideologies and nation-building mythologies.

The religious diction of the two stanzas of the “Battle Hymn” sung in the film fur-
ther suggests that the earthquake was a divine blessing that rid America of moral 
decay, social disorder, and corruption.41 In the process, it also evokes notions of Man-
ifest Destiny and American exceptionalism. The fact that San Franciscans from all 
walks of life do not despair but defiantly join together for the “Battle Hymn” is also 
pivotal to the memorialization of the earthquake: The collective sonic response to 
disaster alludes to a post-earthquake San Francisco of democracy and social equal-
ity, and, more importantly, paradigmatically illustrates American resilience in times 
of hardship and crisis. In exhibiting the splendidly rebuilt city, the final glimpse into 
San Francisco’s future confirms viewers’ assumptions that the promises raised by 
the sonic blending of the “Battle Hymn” with “San Francisco” will ultimately be hon-
ored and a new and modern metropolis will rise from the ashes. The musical pairing of 
the theme song with a national anthem that is emotionally charged with American 
patriotism and the resolve to overcome all hardships further increases the affective 
potential of the film.

Conclusion
By uniting heterogeneous sonic traditions into a distinctly “American” music, San 
Francisco memorializes the 1906 earthquake and fires as a blessing in disguise that 
not only worked as a corrective to San Francisco’s Barbary Coast decadence, but 
that also brought forth modern American city purged of vice. Promoted vigorously 
by politicians, the press, and San Francisco’s economic elites in the wake of the 1906 
calamity, this narrative was by no means novel in 1936, but it resonated strongly with 
the zeitgeist. It “offered Depression-weary Americans a portrait of people rescued 
from calamity through faith in God and their own resourcefulness.”42 For this rea-
son, it became a must-see and rose to become the top-grossing movie of the year 
in the United States upon its release.43 The film’s spectacular earthquake effects, 
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which earned it the reputation of being the first American disaster blockbuster,44 
its numerous emotionally rousing musical hits, and its high-caliber production qual-
ity further contributed to San Francisco’s popularity, resulting in six Academy Award 
nominations (among others Outstanding Production, Best Director, Best Actor) and 
the Academy Award for Best Sound Recording.45

The film’s immense popularity entailed that its keynote sound and leitmotif “San 
Francisco” was widely disseminated. Over the course of the next couple of decades, 
the theme song—and with it the fictional sonic myth about the city’s refounding—
became more and more dissociated from the film. In 1984, it was even adopted as 
one of San Francisco’s two official municipal songs.46 As an affect-charged, auton-
omous cultural text that connotes American resilience and communal spirit, “San 
Francisco” has frequently been sung collectively at official ceremonies and com-
memorative events, such as the 1989 Loma Prieta Earthquake commemorations. 
With every repetition, the traditional form of the sing-along performatively renews 
the nexus between “San Francisco,” its lyrics and its melody, as well as notions of 
American resilience, progress, and optimism. In this manner, “San Francisco”—a sen-
timental fictional tune—has entered into collective memory of American disasters 
and secured its place as a performative gesture of collective remembrance and 
American resilience. This not only explains the anachronistic inclusion of the song in 
the annual commemoration of the 1906 earthquake and fires but also the interplay 
between historical fact and fiction so indicative of American cultural memory.
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